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Hedging and boosting

Lecture 10

To hedge: to express caution

Our results suggest …..

To boost: to express conviction

Our results also prove …… 
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two opposite actions – same aim

hedging and boosting

to be more convincing

boost: conviction
hedge: awareness of limitations and counterarguments

Modal adverbs
certainly, definitely, clearly, probably, 

Hedge Expression

Modal verbs may, might, can, could, would

Lexical verbs seem, indicate, suggest, assume, tend to, appear to be, 
estimate, presume, speculate, propose, conjecture, point to, 

Adverbs & 
adjectives

possibly, perhaps, conceivably, probably, seemingly, 
probable, possible, presumable, conceivably, likely, 
questionably, supposably 

Nouns assumption, possibility, probability, suggestion, likelihood, 
tendency, appearance, indication
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Modal adverbs
certainly, definitely, clearly, probably, 

Boost Expression

Modal verbs will, shall, must, should 

Lexical verbs conclude, demonstrate, establish, prove, show, argue, illustrate, 
imply, mark, mean, point to, reveal, signal, specify, signify

Adverbs & 
adjectives

always, clearly, consistently, evidently, definitely, inevitable, 
obviously, of course, precisely, substantially, unambiguously, 
undoubtedly, unquestionably, certain, clear, conclusive, 
impossible, improbably, obvious, unambiguous

Nouns assumption, possibility, probability, suggestion, likelihood, 
tendency, appearance, indication, necessity, obligation, need

1. Never overhedge

These outcomes may indicate a possible route for an alternative 
strategy.

-> These outcomes suggest an alternative strategy.
-> These outcomes show an alternative strategy is possible. 
-> These outcomes point to an alternative strategy.
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2. Hedging in your hypothesis: take care

We hypothesize that X might impact Y if ......

->  We hypothesize that X impacts Y if ......

3. Check papers of others to get inspired
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In conclusion, MRgFUS provides durable pain relief and improved

function in patients who failed radiation or those who are not 

candidates for or declined radiation. Given the impact of these clinically 

significant results, coupled with a favorable side effect profile, MRgFUS 

should be considered a viable treatment option for painful bone 

metastases. 

In conclusion, we believe that this study is the first to report

prognostic significance of the combination of CD4+and FOXP3+ T-cell 

densities detected by IHC in CRC patients. .............. Therefore, the 

discovery of these new prognostic indicators is important for the 

appropriate management of patients undergoing curative resection 

for CRC. Evaluation of the densities of CD4+T cells and FOXP3+ T cells 

may enable the establishment of novel prognostic factors and 

therapeutic strategies for CRC.
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can / could / may / might ?

Can-could-may-might

I can go to the cinema tonight.

I could go to the cinema tonight.

I may go to the cinema tonight.

I might go to the cinema tonight.
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Can

Ability  

Prostate cancer can also result in significant urinary disfunction.

These results can be explained by….

Could

General ability

Many factors could contribute to a relapse…

This model could be extended to mobile data plans as well.
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May

Possibility

The experiment may prove to be inconclusive.

Our findings show that this association may indeed be the result of…..

Might

Tentative possibility

Another possibility might be the modest dose of the intervention.

Health information might more strongly meet the needs of survivors
and their partners who….
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Vinkers et al.: Use of positive and negative words in 
scientific PubMed abstracts between 1974 and 2014: 
retrospective analysis (BMJ dec 2015)

• Positive and—to a lesser extent—negative words are increasingly used
over the past four decades.
• Trend also present in high impact journals, but less significantly

pronounced
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Show, don’t tell
Or better:

Tell & show

Warning!

Overdoing the boosting
is as unconvincing as overdoing the hedging


